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The UK Approach - the FSA is leading a 
National Strategy on Financial Capability

Using:

• a wide range of channels

• many different partners

• simple and engaging messages
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Test proposals... and evaluate success

• FSA undertook a rigorous, large scale survey (5,300 in-
depth interviews).  
- to measure where the population stands today 
- to set a baseline against which we can measure     
progress
- we will repeat every 4 to 5 years

• Don’t assume you know what people want – test (eg
focus groups and pilots) and evaluate
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Main themes (and effects) emerging from the 
survey

People are increasingly being asked to make provision for their future
…………the problem is they may not be fully equipped to do this!
Many people are failing to plan 
ahead adequately for retirement 
or an unexpected drop in income

Unless action is taken, the UK
population will store up problems
for the future

Only a small proportion of people 
have debt problems.  But, given the 
failure to plan ahead, many more could 
be tipped into over-indebtedness

People do not take adequate
steps to choose products that
meet their needs

The under-40s are less capable,
on average, than their elders

Many people could be tipped into
financial difficulties by a small
change in their circumstances

Many people are not
shopping around for good deals 
and are taking on risks of which
they are unaware

The greatest demands are placed
on those least equipped to deal
with them (e.g. the under-40s)
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The FSA’s programme of action is being 
delivered

Schools

Consumer 
Communications

Young Adults

Workplace

New parents

Money Advice

Online Tools
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Schools: Learning Money Matters

• Important to include financial education in schools curriculum –
can be integrated in a range of subjects (mathematics, 
citizenship, economic, history, etc)

• Teachers are like the rest of the population – not very capable or 
confident.  They need good materials – and training to help them 
to deliver good financial education.

• Financial education needs to be engaging
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Helping Young Adults Make Sense of Money

• Partnering with universities and colleges to help 
students   manage their money well (FSA’s Money 
Doctors scheme)

•For difficult to reach young adults, providing 
relevant training for agencies which work with them.
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Providing Financial Education in the 
Workplace

• In some workplaces, possible to reach large numbers of people

• Employers stand to benefit
- financially capable employees less likely to suffer from stress (which can 
cause lower   productivity and absenteeism)
- demonstrates that they are taking account of employees’ interests – and 
opportunities to promote employee benefits

Experience suggests:

- keep it simple
- do not focus on retirement planning, but instead promote the benefits (“Make               
the Most of Your Money”)
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Use websites, online tools and publications – but not the only 
answer... Syndicate via wide range of channels (taking 
materials to the traffic)
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Expectant and new parents a key target

§ Having a child has significant 
financial implications

§ FSA is testing a Parent’s Guide 
to Money - comprehensive and 
accessible information in one 
place, budget calculators, 
signposts to other information 
and where to get help, etc

§ FSA is looking to distribute this 
via health services
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Working through intermediaries

• Many of the concerns which clients raise with voluntary 
organisations are about money – or have money at the root

• Help voluntary organisations (through training, provision of 
materials, etc) to reach their clients.  
In the UK, we are working with agencies which help:
- offenders and ex-offenders
- residents in social housing
- cancer sufferers
- one parent families
- the elderly
- carers
- those with autism
- and many more
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Concluding thoughts
• Lack of financial capability a huge issue for society and individuals

• Financial capability is increasingly becoming an essential life skill

• It is impossible to make a real difference – but it will take time

• Working through trusted intermediaries, and with a wide range of 
partners, is key

• Keep it simple and engaging.  Don’t assume you know what people 
want – test and evaluate

• Win/win
- government/citizens
- financial service industry/consumers
- teachers/pupils
- universities/students
- employers/employees


